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I, Scott Bennett, hereby declare under penalty of perjury: 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts and opinions set forth in this 

declaration, I believe them to be true, and if called upon to do so, I would testify 

competently to them.  I have been warned that willful false statements and the like 

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both. 

2. I am a retired academic librarian working as a Managing Partner of 

the firm Prior Art Documentation LLC at 711 South Race Street, Urbana, IL, 

61801-4132.  Exhibit 1005 is a true and correct copy of my Curriculum Vitae 

describing my background and experience.  Further information about my firm is 

available at www.priorartdocumentation.com. 

3. I have been retained by Latham & Watkins LLP to authenticate and 

establish the dates of public accessibility of certain documents in an inter partes 

review proceeding for U.S. Patent No. 9,555,027 (Exhibit 1001, “the ’027 

Patent”).  For this service, I am being paid my usual hourly fee of $88/hour.  My 

compensation in no way depends on the substance of my testimony or the 

outcome of this proceeding.   

II. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

4. I was previously employed as follows: 

 University Librarian, Yale University, New Haven, CT, 1994-2001; 
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 Director, The Milton S. Eisenhower Library, The Johns Hopkins 

University, Baltimore, MD, 1989-1994; 

 Assistant University Librarian for Collection Management, 

Northwestern University, Evanston, IL, 1981-1989; 

 Instructor, Assistant, and Associate Professor of Library 

Administration, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 

IL, 1974-1981; and 

 Assistant Professor of English, University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign, 1967-1974. 

5. Over the course of my work as a librarian, professor of English, 

researcher, and author of nearly fifty scholarly papers and other publications, I 

have had extensive experience with cataloging records and online library 

management systems built around Machine-Readable Cataloging (MARC) 

standards.  I also have substantial experience in authenticating printed documents 

and establishing the date when they were accessible to researchers.   

6. In the course of more than fifty years of academic life, I have myself 

been an active researcher.  I have collaborated with many individual researchers 

and, as a librarian, worked in the services of thousands of researchers at four 

prominent research universities.  Members of my family are university 

researchers.  Over the years, I have read some of the voluminous professional 
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literature on the information seeking behaviors of academic researchers.  And as 

an educator, I have a broad knowledge of the ways in which students in a variety 

of disciplines learn to master the bibliographic resources used in their disciplines.  

In all of these ways, I have a general knowledge of how researchers work. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

7. Scope of this declaration.  I am not a lawyer and I am not rendering 

an opinion on the legal question of whether any particular document is, or is not, a 

“printed publication” under the law.  

8. I am, however, rendering my expert opinion on the authenticity of the 

documents referenced herein and on when and how each of these documents was 

disseminated or otherwise made available to the extent that persons interested and 

ordinarily skilled in the subject matter or art, exercising reasonable diligence, 

could have located the documents before 26 May 2005.    

9. Materials considered.  In forming the opinions expressed in this 

declaration, I have reviewed the documents and attachments referenced herein.  

These materials are records created in the ordinary course of business by 

publishers, libraries, indexing services, and others.  From my years of experience, 

I am familiar with the process for creating many of these records, and I know 

these records are created by people with knowledge of the information in the 

record.  Further, these records are created with the expectation that researchers 
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and other members of the public will use them.  All materials cited in this 

declaration and its attachments are of a type that experts in my field would 

reasonably rely upon and refer to in forming their opinions. 

10. Persons of ordinary skill in the art.  I am told by counsel that the 

subject matter of this proceeding relates to pharmaceutical compositions.  

11. I have been informed by counsel that the “person of ordinary skill in 

the art at the time of the invention” is a hypothetical person who is presumed to be 

familiar with the relevant field and its literature at the time of the invention.  This 

hypothetical person is also a person of ordinary creativity, capable of 

understanding the scientific principles applicable to the pertinent field. 

12. I am told by counsel that a person of ordinary skill in this art as of 

May 26, 2005, would be a formulator with a Ph.D. in pharmaceutics, or in a drug 

delivery-relevant field of a related discipline such as physical chemistry, or could 

have a bachelor’s degree in pharmaceutics or in a related field, plus two to five 

years of relevant experience in developing solid oral drug formulations.  This 

description is approximate, and a higher level of education or skill might make up 

for less experience, and vice versa.  This person of ordinary skill may also consult 

with others from an interdisciplinary team, such as a clinician with experience in 

treating and/or dosing schizophrenic patients. 
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13. It is my opinion that such a person would have been engaged in 

advanced research starting at least in university or graduate school, learning 

though study and practice in the field and possibly through formal instruction 

from the bibliographic resources relevant to his or her research. In the 1990s and 

2000s such a person would have had access to a vast array of long-established 

print resources in pharmacology as well as to a rich and fast changing set of online 

resources providing indexing information, abstracts, and full text services for 

pharmacology.  

14. Library catalog records.  WorldCat is the world’s largest public 

online catalog, maintained by the Online Computer Library Center, Inc., or OCLC, 

and built with the records created by the thousands of libraries that are members of 

OCLC.  WorldCat records appear in many different catalogs, including the 

Statewide Illinois Library Catalog.   

15. When an OCLC participating institution acquires a document for 

which it finds no previously created record in OCLC, or when the institution 

chooses not to use an existing record, it creates a record for the document using 

OCLC’s Connexion, the bibliographic system used by catalogers to create catalog 

records.   
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16. Once the MARC record is created by a cataloger at an OCLC 

participating member institution, it becomes available to other OCLC participating 

members in Connexion and to the public in WorldCat. 

17. When a book has been cataloged, it will normally be made available 

to readers soon thereafter—normally within a few days or (at most) within a few 

weeks of cataloging. 

18. Periodical publications.  A library typically creates a catalog record 

for a periodical publication when the library receives its first issue.  When the 

institution receives subsequent issues/volumes of the periodical, the 

issues/volumes are checked in (often using a date stamp), added to the 

institution’s holdings records, and made available very soon thereafter—normally 

within a few days of receipt or (at most) within a few weeks of receipt. 

19. The initial periodicals record will sometimes not reflect all of the 

subsequent changes in publication details (including minor variations in title, etc.). 

20. Internet Archive.  The Internet Archive is a non-profit digital library 

founded in 1996.  

21. The Internet Archive maintains an archive of webpages collected 

from the Internet using software called a crawler.  Crawlers automatically create a 

snapshot of webpages as they existed at a certain point in time.  The Wayback 

Machine is an application created by the Internet Archive to search its archive of 
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Web pages and to represent, graphically, the date of each crawler capture.  The 

Internet Archive, now with about 50 petabytes of data, collects only Web material 

that is publicly available.  Some sites are “not archived because they were 

password protected, blocked by robots.txt, or otherwise inaccessible to our 

automated systems.  Site owners might have also requested that their sites be 

excluded from the Wayback Machine” (Internet Archive Frequently Asked 

Questions – The Wayback Machine, 

https://archive.org/about/faqs.php#The_Wayback_Machine (last visited April 5, 

2017)) (Attachment 5). 

22. Many Internet Archive captures made by the Wayback Machine have 

a banner at the top with the capture date prominently displayed.  Other dates when 

captures of the same URL have been made are indicated to the right and left of the 

date provided in the banner.  Some captures may lack this banner.  In any case, the 

URL for the capture begins with the identification of the Internet Archive (e.g., 

http://web.archive.org/web/) followed by information that dates and time stamps 

the capture as follows: year in yyyy, month in mm, day in dd, time code in 

hh:mm:ss (e.g., 20041208081749, or 8 December 2004 at 8:17:49 a.m.).  These 

elements are then followed by the URL of the original capture site. 

23. Internet Archive captures often include links to other, related 

documents.  Sometimes these links have become inactive.  Where they remain 
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active, the Wayback Machine is programmed to produce the archived file with the 

closest available date (not the closest available prior date) to the page upon which 

the link appeared and was clicked. 

24. Indexing.  A researcher may discover material relevant to his or her 

topic in a variety of ways.  One common means of discovery is to search for 

relevant information in an index of periodicals and other publications.  Having 

found relevant material, the researcher will then normally obtain it online, look for 

it in libraries, or purchase it from the publisher, a bookstore, a document delivery 

service, or other provider.  Sometimes, the date of a document’s public 

accessibility will involve both indexing and library date information.  Date 

information for indexing entries is, however, often unavailable.  This is especially 

true for online indices. 

25. Indexing services use a wide variety of controlled vocabularies to 

provide subject access and other means of discovering the content of documents.  

The formats in which these access terms are presented vary from service to 

service. 

26. Online indexing services commonly provide bibliographic 

information, abstracts, and full-text copies of the indexed publications, along with 

a list of the documents cited in the indexed publication.  These services also often 

provide lists of publications that cite a given document.  A citation of a document 
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is evidence that the document was publicly available and in use by researchers no 

later than the publication date of the citing document.   

27. Prominent indexing services include:   

28. Scopus.   Produced by Elsevier, a major publisher, Scopus is the 

largest database of abstracts and citations of peer-reviewed literature.  Its scope 

includes the social sciences, science, technology, medicine, and the arts.  It 

includes 60 million records from more than 21,500 titles from some 5,000 

international publishers.  Coverage includes 360 trade publications, over 530 book 

series, more than 7.2 million conference papers, and 116,000 books.  Records date 

from 1823.   

29. Science Direct.  Science Direct, provided by Elsevier, is a database of 

abstracts and articles in the physical sciences and engineering, the life and health 

sciences, and the social sciences and humanities.  It has over 12 million items from 

3,500 journals and 34,000 books. 

30. Google Scholar.  Google Scholar indexes the texts and metadata of 

scholarly publications across a wide range of disciplines.  It includes most peer-

reviewed online academic journals, conference papers, theses, technical reports, 

and other material.  Google does not publish the size of the Google Scholar 

database, but researchers have estimated that it contained approximately 160 

million items in 2014.  Enrique Oduña-Malea et al., About the Size of Google 
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Scholar: Playing the Numbers, 18 EC3 WORKING PAPERS 1 (Jul. 2014), available 

at https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1407/1407.6239.pdf (Attachment 4). 

IV. OPINIONS REGARDING INDIVIDUAL DOCUMENTS 

Document 1.  K.P.R. Chowdary & N. Rama Rao, Formulation and 

Evaluation of Dispersible Tablets with Pregelatinized Starch, 35 INDIAN 

DRUGS 368 (1998) 

1. Authentication 

31. Document 1 is a research paper by K. P. R. Chowdary and N. Rama 

Rao published in the June 1998 issue of Indian Drugs. 

32. Attachment 1a is a true and correct copy of Document 1 (along with 

the volume cover, contents pages, and a page listing other IDMA publications) 

from the National Library of Medicine.  Attachment 1b is a true and correct copy 

of the National Library of Medicine catalog record for Indian Drugs, showing the 

holdings for volume 35, no. 4 through volume 37, no. 6 issues of this periodical, 

including therefore volume 35, no. 6, in which Document 1 was published. 

33. Attachment 1a is in a condition that creates no suspicion about its 

authenticity.  Specifically, Document 1 in Attachment 1a is not missing any 

intermediate pages of the article’s text, the text on each page appears to flow 

seamlessly from one page to the next, and there are no visible alterations to the 

document.  Attachment 1a was found within the custody of a library—a place 

where, if authentic, it would likely be found.   
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34. Attachment 1c is a true and accurate copy of the Scopus index record 

for Document 1, showing the many keywords under which Document 1 might be 

found. 

35. Attachment 1d is a true and accurate copy of the entry for Indian 

Drugs from Ulrichsweb, the most complete, authoritative, and commonly used 

online directory of periodical publications.  This record reports an International 

Standard Serial Number (ISSN) of 0019-462X, the same as the ISSN number on 

the cover of Indian Drugs in Attachment 1a and in the Attachment 1b catalog 

record for Indian Drugs.  

36. I have compared Attachment 1a, a copy of Document 1 from the 

National Library of Medicine, with Exhibit 1011, a copy of Document 1 provided 

by counsel.  I find them to be substantively the same document.  

37. I conclude, based on finding Document 1 in a library and on finding 

library catalog records and an online index record for Document 1, that 

Attachment 1a  and Exhibit 1011 are authentic copies of Document 1. 

2. Public Accessibility 

38. Attachment 1e is a true and correct copy of the Statewide Illinois 

Library Catalog record for Indian Drugs, showing this periodical was first 

published in 1963 and is held by 22 libraries world-wide.  Researchers would have 

had no difficulty finding copies of Indian Drugs. 
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39. Attachment 1a, from the National Library of Medicine, includes a 

library date label indicating that the June 1998 issue of Indian Drugs was 

processed on 3 December 1998.  Based on my experience, I affirm this date label 

has the general appearance of date labels that libraries have long affixed to 

periodicals in processing them.  I do not see any indications or have any reason to 

believe this date label was affixed by anyone other than library personnel on or 

about the date indicated by the label.   

40. Allowing for some time between affixing the date label of 3 

December 1998 and the appearance of the June 1998 issue of Indian Drugs on 

library shelves, where it would be publicly available, it is my opinion that 

Document 1 was publicly available at least by January 1999. 

3. Conclusion 

41. Based on the evidence presented here—publication in periodical, 

ISSN number, library processing and cataloging, online indexing—it is my 

opinion that Document 1 is an authentic document that was publicly 

available to researchers by January 1999.   

Document 2.  Colorcon, Starch 1500: Partially Pregelantinized Maize Starch 

(1999) 

1. Authentication 

42. Document 2 is a product description brochure copyrighted by 

Colorcon in 1999. 
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43. Attachment 2a is a true and correct copy of an Internet Archive 

capture with a banner date of 07 December 2004, as explained in paragraphs 22 

and 23 above.  Attachment 2a shows various documents relating to Starch 1500® 

available from Colorcon.  The Sales Brochure listed here is available in 7 

languages.  I obtained Attachment 2b, the English language version of the Sales 

Brochure, from the Internet Archive at 

http://web.archive.org/web/20041208081749/http://www.colorcon.com/pharma/ex

cipients/starch/lit/sales_brochures/english.pdf.   I note that the URL for 

Attachment 2b indicates it was captured by the Wayback Machine on 8 December 

2004, as explained in paragraphs 22 and 23, above.   

44.  Attachment 2c is a true and correct copy of another Internet Archive 

capture of Document 2, which I obtained at 

https://web.archive.org/web/20050501004036/http://www.colorcon.com/pharma/e

xcipients/starch/lit/sales_brochures/english.pdf.  I note that the URL for 

Attachment 2c indicates it was captured by the Wayback Machine on 4 May 2005, 

as explained in paragraphs 22-23 above. 

45. I have examined Attachments 2b and 2c and find them to be 

substantively identical to one another.  For instance, the design elements and text 

blocks are the same in Attachments 2b and 2c; both Attachments bear the same 

1999 copyright date and the same printing abbreviation, EX/STAR/PB1199.  I 
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conclude there is no evidence of any substantive change to Document 2 between 8 

December 2005 and 4 May 2005. 

46. I have compared Attachments 2b and 2c with Exhibit 1025, a copy of 

Document 2 provided by counsel.  I find them to be substantively the same 

document. 

47. Based on these findings, I have confirmed that Attachments 2b and 

2c and Exhibit 1025 are authentic copies of Document 2.   

2. Public Accessibility 

48. As discussed in Paragraph 43 and Paragraphs 21-23 above, 

Document 2 is accessible through the Internet Archive webcrawlers at least as 

early as 8 December 2004.  Further, it is self-evident that Colorcon would have 

wished to make Document 2 readily available to customers.  Therefore, the 

reasonable conclusion is that (1) internet search engines circa 2004 would have 

been able to find and index Document 2, and (2) a person of ordinary skill in the 

art in 2004 using typical internet search tools would have readily found a copy of 

Document 2. 

49. Attachment 2a lists a number of other documents related to 

Starch 1500® 
as being available on the banner date of this capture, 07 December 

2004.  Included are Attachment 2d, a poster reprint relating to Low Dose Drugs 

presented at the November 2000 AAPS meeting; Attachment 2e, an article by two 
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Colorcon authors relating to Moisture Sensitive Drugs published in the May 2001 

issue of Pharmaceutical Technology Europe; and Attachment 2f, a poster reprint 

relating to Moisture Sensitive Drugs presented at the October 2001 AAPS 

meeting.  I conclude from these supporting Colorcon documents that various 

attributes of Starch 1500® 
were well documented before 26 May 2005. 

3. Conclusion 

50. Based on the evidence presented here—Internet Archive captures—it 

is my opinion that Document 2 is an authentic document that was publicly 

available to researchers by at least 8 December 2004.  

Document 3.  PHARMACEUTICS: THE SCIENCE OF DOSAGE FORM DESIGN 136 

(Michael E. Aulton ed., 1988) 

1. Authentication 

51. Document 3 is a book by Michael Aulton published by Churchill 

Livingston in 1988.  Attachment 3a is a true and accurate copy of the book’s title 

page, title page verso, table of contents, and Chapters 9, 13, 18, and 39 from the 

Rutgers University Library.  Attachment 3b is a true and accurate copy of that 

library’s catalog record, in MARC format, for Document 3. 

52. Attachment 3a is in a condition that creates no suspicion about its 

authenticity.  Specifically, Chapters 9, 13, 18, and 39 in Document 3 are not 

missing any intermediate pages, the text on each page appears to flow seamlessly 

from one page to the next, and there are no visible alterations to the document 
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(other than a few highlighted items in Chapters 13 and 39).  Attachment 3a was 

found within the custody of a library – a place where, if authentic, it would likely 

be found.   

53. I have compared Attachment 3a, a copy from the Rutgers University 

Library, with Exhibit 1009, a copy of Document 3 provided by counsel.  I find 

them to be substantively the same document.  

54. I conclude, based on finding Document 3 in a library and on finding 

library catalog records for Document 3, that Attachment 3a and Exhibit 1009 are 

authentic copies of Document 3. 

2. Public accessibility 

55. Attachment 3c is a Statewide Illinois Library Catalog record for 

Document 3, showing that Document 3 is held by 88 libraries world-wide and was 

cataloged or indexed in a meaningful way—including being cataloged by subject.  

In Attachment 3c, the date of entry, corresponding to the MARC Field 008, 

subfield a, indicates that Document 3 was first cataloged on 12 September 1986, 

well before the publication of Document 3.  This was a cataloging-in-publication 

record, as evident from the verso of the title page in Attachment 3a, which 

displays cataloging-in-publication information from both the British Library and 

the Library of Congress.  I conclude from this catalog record that Document 3 was 

bibliographically identifiable by 12 September 1986. 
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56. In Attachment 3b, the Rutgers University Library catalog record for 

Document 3, the MARC Field 040 indicates this record was created jointly by the 

National Library of Medicine and the Library of Congress (OCLC codes = DNLM 

and DLC).  The MARC Field 008, subfield 8, indicates this record was created on 

3 February 1988. 

57. Attachment 3d is a true and accurate copy of a second Statewide 

Illinois Library catalog record for Document 3, showing the book is held by 

another 10 libraries world-wide.  The date of entry in Attachment 3d, 

corresponding to the MARC Field 008, indicates this catalog record was created 

on 17 February 1988. 

58. Given this cataloging evidence, it is my opinion that Document 3 was 

sufficiently accessible to the public interested in the art; and an ordinarily skilled 

researcher, exercising reasonable diligence, would have had no difficulty finding 

copies of Document 3 in at least one library by March 1988.   

59. Attachment 3e is a true and accurate copy of a Google Scholar list of 

publications citing Document 3.  One document citing Document 3 is by Hak-Kim 

Chan & Igor Gondoa, Serendipitous Preparation of Crystals of Methotrexate and 

Attempts to Modify its Crystal Habit, 94 JOURNAL OF CRYSTAL GROWTH 488 

(1988).  Attachment 3f is a true and accurate copy of the Science Direct record for 

the Chan and Gondoa paper; it shows that the paper was received by the Journal 
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of Crystal Growth on 15 September 1988 and that Document 3 is the fifth item in 

its list of references.   

3. Conclusion 

60. Based on the evidence presented here—book publication, library 

cataloging, and citations—it is my opinion that Document 3 is an authentic 

document that was bibliographically identifiable by 12 September 1986 and 

was publicly available in at least one library at least by March 1988.  The 

citation evidence presented here indicates that Document 3 was in actual use by 

researchers at least by September 1988. 

V. ATTACHMENTS 

61. The attachments attached hereto are true and correct copies of the 

materials identified above.   Helen Sullivan is a Managing Partner in Prior Art 

Documentation Services LLC (see http://www.priorartdocumentation.com/helen-

sullivan/ ).  One of her primary responsibilities in our partnership is to secure the 

bibliographic documentation used in attachments to our declarations.    

62. Ms. Sullivan and I work in close collaboration on the bibliographic 

documentation needed in each declaration.  I will sometimes request specific 

bibliographic documents or, more rarely, secure them myself.  In all cases, I have 

carefully reviewed the bibliographic documentation used in my declaration.  My 
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signature on the declaration indicates my full confidence in the authenticity, 

accuracy, and reliability of the bibliographic documentation used.   

63. Each Attachment has been marked with an identifying label on the 

top of each page.  No alterations other than these noted labels appear in these 

attachments.  All attachments were created on 11 January 2017 – 5 April 2017 and 

all URLs referenced in this declaration were available 28 March 2017. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

64. In summary, I conclude that Documents 1, 2, and 3 discussed above 

are all authentic documents that were publicly accessible before 26 May 2005.   

65. I reserve the right to supplement my opinions in the future to respond 

to any arguments that the Patent Owner or its expert(s) may raise and to take into 

account new information as it becomes available to me. 

 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.   

 

Executed this 13
th

 day of April, 2017 in Urbana, Illinois. 

 

 
____________________________ 

Scott Bennett 
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Attachment 1a: Copy of Document 1 from the National Library of Medicine
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Attachment 1b: National Library of Medicine catalog record for Indian Drugs
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Attachment 1c: Scopus index record for Document 1
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Attachment 1c: Scopus index record for Document 1
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Attachment 1d: Ulrichsweb record for Indian Drugs
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Attachment 1e: Statewide Illinois Library Catalog record for Indian Drugs
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Attachment 1e: Statewide Illinois Library Catalog record for Indian Drugs
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Attachment 2a: List of Colorcon publications relating to Starch 1500
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STARCH 1500®

Flexibility for performance
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DIRECT COMPACTION

Starch 1500 performs key functions in

direct compaction formulations as a binder,

disintegrant, f low-aid and self-lubricant.

It also promotes formulation f lexibility 

by complementing and enhancing the 

functionality of other excipients.

B I N D E R

As a dry binder, it compresses well,

predominately deforming plastically. Starch

1500 can be used with other excipients,

such as microcrystalline cellulose, lactose,

and dicalcium phosphate, to produce

tablets with excellent hardness and low 

friability at compaction forces typically

used in tableting operations.

D I S I N T E G R A N T

Starch 1500 performs the actions of two

disintegrants; maize starch and free amylose

in dry processes. In some applications, 2%

to 10% of Starch 1500 provides disintegrant

action as effective as super disintegrants,

greatly reducing costs. (See Figure 1) 

Starch 1500 is a unique pharmaceutical excipient combining

several properties in a single product.  Only Starch 1500 

performs the multiple functions of a binder, disintegrant, 

flow-aid and self-lubricant.  It is extremely versatile, being 

effective in a variety of processing methods for solid oral

dosage forms.  Starch 1500 also exhibits synergy, enhancing

the functionality of other commonly used excipients 

in formulations.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Provides a unique range of functions:

• Binder
• Disintegrant
• Flow-Aid
• Lubricant

VERSATILE

Flexible performance in a variety of applications:

COST-EFFECTIVE

Cuts process and material costs by reducing or eliminating:

• Excess binders
• Superdisintegrants
• Additional lubricants and glidants
• Manufacturing steps

MANUFACTURED FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

• Manufactured in modern cGMP facilities dedicated solely 
to the production of pharmaceutical excipients

INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

• Worldwide manufacturing, distribution and technical
service facilities

• Formulation and application development support

• Global regulatory assistance 

• Innovative new product development

* In the extra granular phase

Figure 1

DISINTEGRATION PROFILE FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS, 50 MG ** 
DIRECT WET CAPSULE PLUG

COMPACTION GRANULATION FORMATION

Binder X X X  

Disintegrant X X X  

Flow-Aid X  X* X  

Lubricant X X* X

STARCH 1500®

PARTIALLY PREGELATINIZED MAIZE STARCH

TH E S U P E R I O R M U LT I F U N C T I O N A L E X C I P I E N T F O R

S O L I D D O S A G E D E V E L O P M E N T

The combination of maize starch and 

free amylose has a positive impact on 

drug dissolution. Supporting the tablet 

disintegration data in Figure 1, the 

resulting drug dissolution data in 

Figure 2 compares Starch 1500 with 

more costly disintegrants.
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F L O W - A I D

Starch 1500 provides excellent f low

properties,demanded by today’s high-speed

tableting and capsule filling equipment;

ensuring that manufacturers can produce

tablets and capsules with consistent 

uniform weight and drug content.

S E L F L U B R I C A N T

The high inherent lubricity of Starch

1500 enables the formulator to lower the

levels of traditional lubricants, such 

as magnesium stearate. For example,

magnesium stearate added in high levels,

or when over-blended,can slow dissolution

and cause problems with compaction

(soft tablets) and film coating (poor film

adhesion). Therefore, Starch 1500 enables

lubricant levels and their potential problems

to be reduced or eliminated. (See Figure 3)
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WET GRANULATION

In wet granulation applications, Starch

1500 exhibits dual functionality as both

binder and disintegrant as a result of

partial cold water solubility. Starch 1500

allows process f lexibility: it can be 

dry-blended with other ingredients

before adding water, or a portion can

be dispersed in cold water. A slurry of

Starch 1500 in cold water provides

effective binding properties at higher

solids and lower viscosity than traditional

starch pastes, which must be heated

and prepared at lower concentrations.

(See Figure 4)  Processing costs are

reduced by eliminating the time and

expense of preparing traditional binder

solutions. In addition, granulations

using Starch 1500 as a binder give

excellent tablet hardness and fast 

disintegration.

Figure 3

EJECTION FORCE VALUES FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS

In fluid bed granulations, Starch 1500

alone can be used as both binder 

and  d i s in tegrant . For  example ,

capsule-shaped acetaminophen tablets,

500mg, of excellent hardness and 

friability values of less than 0.19% 

were produced through the simple 

formulation of 85% acetaminophen and

15% Starch 1500 used as the wet 

granulation binder. In this formulation,

Starch 1500 functioned as an exceptional

disintegrant with disintegration time

less than 1 minute. Dissolution was

excellent. Test results showed 80% drug

release within 5 minutes. In addition,

the low viscosity of Starch 1500 in cold

water allowed higher binder content

solutions and faster spray times, resulting

in reduced process times.

** Tablets were formulated with 25%
hydrochlorothazide, 0.25% magnesium
stearate, and equal parts lactose and 
dicalcium phosphate.  Equal portions of 
the lactose and dicalcium phosphate
were substituted with 2% or 10% 
Starch 1500.

Hydrochlorothiazide 25%, excipient
74.75%, 0.25% magnesium stearate 
as lubricant 

Traditional starch paste at 85°C 
compared to Starch 1500 and a 
fully pregelatinized starch prepared 
in cold water

Figure 4

CONCENTRATION DEPENDENT VISCOSITY PROFILES

Figure 2

DISSOLUTION PROFILE FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS, 50 MG**
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Colorcon has a firm commitment to providing products and

services for high quality coating systems and formulated

products along with technical support dedicated to meeting

customers’ needs.  In addition, a focus on market issues 

and technology development has earned Colorcon an

international reputation in the pharmaceutical industry as

the supplier of choice. 

Colorcon’s worldwide network of technical service laboratories

and experts bring solutions to our customers when and

where they are needed.  These resources serve all aspects

of customer projects including; formulation development,

application development, scale-up support and regulatory

information.  We understand the impact of speed to 

market in the competitive fast paced pharmaceutical

industry and support our customers in the production 

of highly effective formulations in reduced time frames.

Take advantage of our experience, technology and 

creativity; enhance your position in the marketplace.

Make Colorcon your partner, your supplier of choice.

C O L O R C O N
S U P P L I E R O F C H O I C E

CAPSULE PLUG FORMATION

Starch 1500, as a f low-aid, improves 

uniformity of capsule fill. As a binder,

Starch 1500 facilitates plug formation in

dosator-type equipment and reduces

powder fallout when the plug is 

transferred. The inherent lubricity of

Starch 1500 means a lower force to

eject material into the capsule shell

(compared to other excipients) and

leads to reduced wear on dosator-type

equipment.

STARCH 1500 
PRODUCT RANGE

Colorcon has made Starch 1500 even

more versatile by developing a line of

products for optimal performance

applicable to a variety of formulations.

The Starch 1500 product range is produced

exclusively for the pharmaceutical

industry under cGMP guidelines.

Starch 1500 products are designed to

meet regulatory needs worldwide.

Specific products conform to the

USP/NF, Ph.Eur, and JPE compendial 

monographs.A firm 
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Amylopectin has a branched-chain molecular
structure, which makes it readily soluble 
in cold water.  Amylopectin functions as a
binder in wet granulation processes.

Amylose has a straight-chain molecular
structure, which exhibits a very strong 
intermolecular bonding capability.  Amylose
swells significantly when wetted, giving it
excellent disintegrating characteristics.

Starch 1500 is a partially pregelatinized maize starch manufactured exclusively for

the pharmaceutical industry in dedicated cGMP facilities. The process involves a

physical modification of the starch (no chemical additives or surfactants are used),

resulting in the combined benefits of the soluble and insoluble functionality of

Starch 1500.

Maize starch is composed of two polymers, amylose and amylopectin which are

tightly bound in a specific spherocrystalline structure. Through partial pregela-

tinization, the bond between a portion of the two polymers is broken, providing

Starch 1500 with its unique properties. The process results in partial solubility,

increased particle size, improved flow properties and compactability.

Colorcon’s unique manufacturing process results in the most effective

functional balance for Starch 1500, providing good cold water binding

and granulation properties, yet retaining effective tablet disintegrant

properties. The physical structure of Starch 1500 also imparts good

compactability, flow and lubrication capabilities.

These multifunctional properties can be utilized in a variety of applications,

including direct compaction, wet granulation, fluid bed granulation and

capsule plug formation. The distinct benefits of Starch 1500 can bring

significant process flexibility to solid dosage forms.

AMYLOPECTIN AMYLOSE

UNIQUE MANUFACTURING PROCESS

ONE EXCIPIENT, MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

SEM photo of Starch 1500 shows individual starch grains along with aggregates bonded to the hydrolyzed starch.
Starch 1500 has better flow characteristics than Starch NF and has much higher compactability. Photos shown at 
10 microns.

STARCH NF

STARCH 1500®
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WORLD HEADQUARTERS

COLORCON

415 Moyer Blvd., P.O. Box 24, West Point, PA 19486-0024
Tel: 215-699-7733  Fax: 215-661-2605

LOCATIONS TELEPHONE FACSIMILE

UNITED STATES

Santa Ana, California 714-549-0631 714-549-4921
Indianapolis, Indiana 317-545-6211 317-545-6218
Humacao, Puerto Rico 787-852-3815 787-852-0030

EUROPE

Dartford, Kent, England 44-1322-293000 44-1322-627200
Bougival, France 33-1-3082-1582 33-1-3082-7879
Idstein, Germany 49-6126-9961-0 49-6126-9961-11
Gallarate, Italy 39-0331-776932 39-0331-776831
Budapest, Hungary 36-1-200-8000 36-1-200-8010
Barcelona, Spain 34-9-3589-3756 34-9-3589-3792

ASIA/PACIFIC

Singapore 65-438-0318 65-438-0178
Shanghai, China 86-21-6489-2222 86-21-6489-2223
Mumbai, India 91-22-868-2537 91-22-868-4518
Tokyo, Japan 81-3-5248-0581 81-3-5248-0547

LATIN AMERICA

Buenos Aires, Argentina 54-11-4552-1565 54-11-4552-5158
Bogota, Colombia 571-418-1202 571-418-1190
Santa Fe, Mexico 525-292-1611 525-292-1750
Caracas, Venezuela 58-2-442-4819 58-2-442-6340

VISIT COLORCON ONLINE AT www.colorcon.com

The information contained herein, to the best of our knowledge, is true and
accurate.  Any recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty or
guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Any information
contained herein is intended as a recommendation for use of our products so as
not to infringe on any patent.

Starch 1500® is a trademark of BPSI. 
©1999 Colorcon

EX/STAR/PB1199

STARCH 1500®

P A R T I A L L Y P R E G E L A T I N I Z E D M A I Z E S T A R C H

Colorcon’s globally available product line for the pharmaceutical 
industry includes:

Complete Film Coating Systems
Opadry®

Opadry® II
Opadry® AMB

Modified Release Products
Sureteric® Aqueous Enteric Coating System
Surelease® Aqueous Ethylcellulose Dispersion

Monogramming Inks
Opacode®

Opacode® WB 

Excipients
Starch 1500® Partially Pregelatinized Maize Starch

Additional Products
Opaspray® Color Coating Dispersion
Opatint® Food Coloring System
Opaseal® Sealant Coating Product
Opaglos® Tablet Core Sealant Product
Opalux® Color Coating Product

FD&C and D&C Aluminium Lakes

Pigment Blends

■ Multifunctional for formulation versatility

■ Flexibility for performance in a variety of applications

■ Manufactured exclusively for the pharmaceutical industry

■ Meets global regulatory requirements

Member of the Berwind Pharmaceutical Group
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STARCH 1500®

Flexibility for performance
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DIRECT COMPACTION

Starch 1500 performs key functions in

direct compaction formulations as a binder,

disintegrant, f low-aid and self-lubricant.

It also promotes formulation f lexibility 

by complementing and enhancing the 

functionality of other excipients.

B I N D E R

As a dry binder, it compresses well,

predominately deforming plastically. Starch

1500 can be used with other excipients,

such as microcrystalline cellulose, lactose,

and dicalcium phosphate, to produce

tablets with excellent hardness and low 

friability at compaction forces typically

used in tableting operations.

D I S I N T E G R A N T

Starch 1500 performs the actions of two

disintegrants; maize starch and free amylose

in dry processes. In some applications, 2%

to 10% of Starch 1500 provides disintegrant

action as effective as super disintegrants,

greatly reducing costs. (See Figure 1) 

Starch 1500 is a unique pharmaceutical excipient combining

several properties in a single product.  Only Starch 1500 

performs the multiple functions of a binder, disintegrant, 

flow-aid and self-lubricant.  It is extremely versatile, being 

effective in a variety of processing methods for solid oral

dosage forms.  Starch 1500 also exhibits synergy, enhancing

the functionality of other commonly used excipients 

in formulations.

MULTIFUNCTIONAL

Provides a unique range of functions:

• Binder
• Disintegrant
• Flow-Aid
• Lubricant

VERSATILE

Flexible performance in a variety of applications:

COST-EFFECTIVE

Cuts process and material costs by reducing or eliminating:

• Excess binders
• Superdisintegrants
• Additional lubricants and glidants
• Manufacturing steps

MANUFACTURED FOR THE PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY

• Manufactured in modern cGMP facilities dedicated solely 
to the production of pharmaceutical excipients

INDUSTRY LEADING TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

• Worldwide manufacturing, distribution and technical
service facilities

• Formulation and application development support

• Global regulatory assistance 

• Innovative new product development

* In the extra granular phase

Figure 1

DISINTEGRATION PROFILE FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS, 50 MG ** 
DIRECT WET CAPSULE PLUG

COMPACTION GRANULATION FORMATION

Binder X X X  

Disintegrant X X X  

Flow-Aid X  X* X  

Lubricant X X* X

STARCH 1500®

PARTIALLY PREGELATINIZED MAIZE STARCH

TH E S U P E R I O R M U LT I F U N C T I O N A L E X C I P I E N T F O R

S O L I D D O S A G E D E V E L O P M E N T

The combination of maize starch and 

free amylose has a positive impact on 

drug dissolution. Supporting the tablet 

disintegration data in Figure 1, the 

resulting drug dissolution data in 

Figure 2 compares Starch 1500 with 

more costly disintegrants.
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F L O W - A I D

Starch 1500 provides excellent f low

properties,demanded by today’s high-speed

tableting and capsule filling equipment;

ensuring that manufacturers can produce

tablets and capsules with consistent 

uniform weight and drug content.

S E L F L U B R I C A N T

The high inherent lubricity of Starch

1500 enables the formulator to lower the

levels of traditional lubricants, such 

as magnesium stearate. For example,

magnesium stearate added in high levels,

or when over-blended,can slow dissolution

and cause problems with compaction

(soft tablets) and film coating (poor film

adhesion). Therefore, Starch 1500 enables

lubricant levels and their potential problems

to be reduced or eliminated. (See Figure 3)
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WET GRANULATION

In wet granulation applications, Starch

1500 exhibits dual functionality as both

binder and disintegrant as a result of

partial cold water solubility. Starch 1500

allows process f lexibility: it can be 

dry-blended with other ingredients

before adding water, or a portion can

be dispersed in cold water. A slurry of

Starch 1500 in cold water provides

effective binding properties at higher

solids and lower viscosity than traditional

starch pastes, which must be heated

and prepared at lower concentrations.

(See Figure 4)  Processing costs are

reduced by eliminating the time and

expense of preparing traditional binder

solutions. In addition, granulations

using Starch 1500 as a binder give

excellent tablet hardness and fast 

disintegration.

Figure 3

EJECTION FORCE VALUES FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS

In fluid bed granulations, Starch 1500

alone can be used as both binder 

and  d i s in tegrant . For  example ,

capsule-shaped acetaminophen tablets,

500mg, of excellent hardness and 

friability values of less than 0.19% 

were produced through the simple 

formulation of 85% acetaminophen and

15% Starch 1500 used as the wet 

granulation binder. In this formulation,

Starch 1500 functioned as an exceptional

disintegrant with disintegration time

less than 1 minute. Dissolution was

excellent. Test results showed 80% drug

release within 5 minutes. In addition,

the low viscosity of Starch 1500 in cold

water allowed higher binder content

solutions and faster spray times, resulting

in reduced process times.

** Tablets were formulated with 25%
hydrochlorothazide, 0.25% magnesium
stearate, and equal parts lactose and 
dicalcium phosphate.  Equal portions of 
the lactose and dicalcium phosphate
were substituted with 2% or 10% 
Starch 1500.

Hydrochlorothiazide 25%, excipient
74.75%, 0.25% magnesium stearate 
as lubricant 

Traditional starch paste at 85°C 
compared to Starch 1500 and a 
fully pregelatinized starch prepared 
in cold water

Figure 4

CONCENTRATION DEPENDENT VISCOSITY PROFILES

Figure 2

DISSOLUTION PROFILE FOR HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS, 50 MG**
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Colorcon has a firm commitment to providing products and

services for high quality coating systems and formulated

products along with technical support dedicated to meeting

customers’ needs.  In addition, a focus on market issues 

and technology development has earned Colorcon an

international reputation in the pharmaceutical industry as

the supplier of choice. 

Colorcon’s worldwide network of technical service laboratories

and experts bring solutions to our customers when and

where they are needed.  These resources serve all aspects

of customer projects including; formulation development,

application development, scale-up support and regulatory

information.  We understand the impact of speed to 

market in the competitive fast paced pharmaceutical

industry and support our customers in the production 

of highly effective formulations in reduced time frames.

Take advantage of our experience, technology and 

creativity; enhance your position in the marketplace.

Make Colorcon your partner, your supplier of choice.

C O L O R C O N
S U P P L I E R O F C H O I C E

CAPSULE PLUG FORMATION

Starch 1500, as a f low-aid, improves 

uniformity of capsule fill. As a binder,

Starch 1500 facilitates plug formation in

dosator-type equipment and reduces

powder fallout when the plug is 

transferred. The inherent lubricity of

Starch 1500 means a lower force to

eject material into the capsule shell

(compared to other excipients) and

leads to reduced wear on dosator-type

equipment.

STARCH 1500 
PRODUCT RANGE

Colorcon has made Starch 1500 even

more versatile by developing a line of

products for optimal performance

applicable to a variety of formulations.

The Starch 1500 product range is produced

exclusively for the pharmaceutical

industry under cGMP guidelines.

Starch 1500 products are designed to

meet regulatory needs worldwide.

Specific products conform to the

USP/NF, Ph.Eur, and JPE compendial 

monographs.A firm 
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Amylopectin has a branched-chain molecular
structure, which makes it readily soluble 
in cold water.  Amylopectin functions as a
binder in wet granulation processes.

Amylose has a straight-chain molecular
structure, which exhibits a very strong 
intermolecular bonding capability.  Amylose
swells significantly when wetted, giving it
excellent disintegrating characteristics.

Starch 1500 is a partially pregelatinized maize starch manufactured exclusively for

the pharmaceutical industry in dedicated cGMP facilities. The process involves a

physical modification of the starch (no chemical additives or surfactants are used),

resulting in the combined benefits of the soluble and insoluble functionality of

Starch 1500.

Maize starch is composed of two polymers, amylose and amylopectin which are

tightly bound in a specific spherocrystalline structure. Through partial pregela-

tinization, the bond between a portion of the two polymers is broken, providing

Starch 1500 with its unique properties. The process results in partial solubility,

increased particle size, improved flow properties and compactability.

Colorcon’s unique manufacturing process results in the most effective

functional balance for Starch 1500, providing good cold water binding

and granulation properties, yet retaining effective tablet disintegrant

properties. The physical structure of Starch 1500 also imparts good

compactability, flow and lubrication capabilities.

These multifunctional properties can be utilized in a variety of applications,

including direct compaction, wet granulation, fluid bed granulation and

capsule plug formation. The distinct benefits of Starch 1500 can bring

significant process flexibility to solid dosage forms.

AMYLOPECTIN AMYLOSE

UNIQUE MANUFACTURING PROCESS

ONE EXCIPIENT, MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS

SEM photo of Starch 1500 shows individual starch grains along with aggregates bonded to the hydrolyzed starch.
Starch 1500 has better flow characteristics than Starch NF and has much higher compactability. Photos shown at 
10 microns.

STARCH NF

STARCH 1500®
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WORLD HEADQUARTERS

COLORCON

415 Moyer Blvd., P.O. Box 24, West Point, PA 19486-0024
Tel: 215-699-7733  Fax: 215-661-2605

LOCATIONS TELEPHONE FACSIMILE

UNITED STATES

Santa Ana, California 714-549-0631 714-549-4921
Indianapolis, Indiana 317-545-6211 317-545-6218
Humacao, Puerto Rico 787-852-3815 787-852-0030

EUROPE

Dartford, Kent, England 44-1322-293000 44-1322-627200
Bougival, France 33-1-3082-1582 33-1-3082-7879
Idstein, Germany 49-6126-9961-0 49-6126-9961-11
Gallarate, Italy 39-0331-776932 39-0331-776831
Budapest, Hungary 36-1-200-8000 36-1-200-8010
Barcelona, Spain 34-9-3589-3756 34-9-3589-3792

ASIA/PACIFIC

Singapore 65-438-0318 65-438-0178
Shanghai, China 86-21-6489-2222 86-21-6489-2223
Mumbai, India 91-22-868-2537 91-22-868-4518
Tokyo, Japan 81-3-5248-0581 81-3-5248-0547

LATIN AMERICA

Buenos Aires, Argentina 54-11-4552-1565 54-11-4552-5158
Bogota, Colombia 571-418-1202 571-418-1190
Santa Fe, Mexico 525-292-1611 525-292-1750
Caracas, Venezuela 58-2-442-4819 58-2-442-6340

VISIT COLORCON ONLINE AT www.colorcon.com

The information contained herein, to the best of our knowledge, is true and
accurate.  Any recommendations or suggestions are made without warranty or
guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Any information
contained herein is intended as a recommendation for use of our products so as
not to infringe on any patent.

Starch 1500® is a trademark of BPSI. 
©1999 Colorcon

EX/STAR/PB1199

STARCH 1500®

P A R T I A L L Y P R E G E L A T I N I Z E D M A I Z E S T A R C H

Colorcon’s globally available product line for the pharmaceutical 
industry includes:

Complete Film Coating Systems
Opadry®

Opadry® II
Opadry® AMB

Modified Release Products
Sureteric® Aqueous Enteric Coating System
Surelease® Aqueous Ethylcellulose Dispersion

Monogramming Inks
Opacode®

Opacode® WB 

Excipients
Starch 1500® Partially Pregelatinized Maize Starch

Additional Products
Opaspray® Color Coating Dispersion
Opatint® Food Coloring System
Opaseal® Sealant Coating Product
Opaglos® Tablet Core Sealant Product
Opalux® Color Coating Product

FD&C and D&C Aluminium Lakes

Pigment Blends

■ Multifunctional for formulation versatility

■ Flexibility for performance in a variety of applications

■ Manufactured exclusively for the pharmaceutical industry

■ Meets global regulatory requirements

Member of the Berwind Pharmaceutical Group
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Use of Starch® 1500 to Improve the Uniformity of a Low Dose Direct Compression
Chlorpheniramine Formulation

Charles R. Cunningham and Laura K. Scattergood
Colorcon, West Point, PA

Objectives:
Wet granulation has typically been used when preparing low dose formulations to ensure homogeneity
of the drug substance.  Direct compression methods can offer a simplified and more economical process
if drug uniformity can be assured.  This study examines the effect  of Starch 1500 as an agent for pre-
blending a low dose active to ensure good uniformity in a direct compression chlorpheniramine maleate
(4mg) formulation.

Methodology:
Materials:
Chlorpheniramine maleate U.S.P. (CPM

Kongo Chemical Company Ltd.
Partially pregelatinized corn starch

Starch 1500®, Colorcon
Lactose monohydrate spray dried

Fast Flo®, Foremost
Microcrystalline cellulose

Emcocel® 50M, Penwest
Magnesium stearate  N.F.

HyQual ®, Mallinckrodt
Stearic acid N.F.

Purified vegetable grade powder, Oleotec Ltd.
Fumed Silica

Cabosil ®, Cabot Corp.

Formulations:
Chlorpheniramine was used at 2.7% (w/w) in all formulations.  Starch 1500, lactose, and microcrystal-
line cellulose were used in combination as diluents at a 94.3% level in each of the formulations.

All formulations included 0.75% fumed silica as a glidant and 0.25% magnesium stearate and 2.0%
stearic acid as the lubricants
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Blending:
Blending was carried out in a twin shell blender. Each of the primary excipients was used alone to
preblend the chlorpheniramine for 5 minutes prior to the addition of the remaining excipients. Upon
addition of the remaining excipients, blending continued for 10 minutes.  Magnesium stearate was then
added and blended with each batch for an additional 5 minutes.

Compaction:
The powder blends were tabletted on a 10 station rotary tablet press using 5/16" flat-faced beveled edge
tooling.  The tablet weight was 150mg.
Tablet samples were taken at the beginning, middle and end of each batch.

Assay and Content Uniformity for
Chlorpheniramine Maleate According to USP 23:
Assay and content uniformity testing was conducted for Chlorpheniramine Maleate according to U.S.P. 23

Results:

INGREDIENTS

CPM 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70 2.70

Lactose 47.15 47.15 47.15 47.15

MCC 47.15 47.15 47.15 47.15

Starch 1500 47.15 47.15 47.15 47.15

Cabosil 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

Stearic acid 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00

Mg stearate 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

PERCENTAGES

The excipient used to pre-blend the CPM for each batch is denoted in RED.
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Comparing the uniformity of CPM tablets collected from the beginning, middle, and end of the tableting
run, the use of lactose as the excipient / drug pre-blend resulted in the highest overall relative standard
deviations.

Batches with microcrystalline cellulose as the pre-blend had lower deviation both tablet to tablet or
across the whole batch when compared to lactose.

Starch 1500, when used as the pre-blend excipient, showed the lowest relative standard deviations when
compared to either lactose or MCC.

Confirmatory Trial:
A final formulation was developed with a slightly increased level of Starch 1500 to be used as the
pre-blend along with MCC as the secondary filler.
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Final Formulation

Ingredients Percent (w/w)
Chlorpheniramine maleate     2.70
Starch 1500   50.00
Microcrystalline cellulose   44.30
Stearic acid     2.00
Fumed silica     0.75
Magnesium stearate     0.25
Total 100.00
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Starch 1500, when used as the pre-blend excipient, and combined with microcrystalline cellulose pro
vided for drug assay and uniformity results that were well below the USP limits and showed little or no
variation throughout the course of the tableting run.

Conclusions:
Starch 1500 was sucessfully used to uniformly disperse the chlorpheniramine and enable a switch to a
more economical direct compression process from wet granulation.

The sphero-granular morphology of Starch 1500 may contribute to enhanced particle to particle
homogeneity.

Further studies will examine the specific properties of Starch 1500 and their contribution to enhancing
the uniformity of low dose actives in direct compression formulations.

The information contained herein, to the best of our knowledge, is true and accurate.  Any recommendations or suggestions
are made without warranty or guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Any information contained
herein is intended as a recommendation for use of our products so as not to infringe on any patent.

Reprint of poster presented at AAPS, Indianapolis Nov. 2000.
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Formulation of
Acetylsalicylic
AcidTablets for i{*r:'

,tn_-1

*:riirlijll:: -sil

':!

",ot 
u, 

. :.,*s*lfi, 
.irrsiirr;'

.,":,ijl_ ffi Lx#::'

.; n recent yeirs, acetylsalicylic acid {ASA: also well
,, known as aspirin) has been prescribed for a host

of indicatiom ln addidon to its uses as an analgesic,
antr-inf-tammatory and antipl"retic agent. ASA is novi
indicaied for use in the prevention and treatment of
heart disease and stroke- Further sudies ar€ cur-
renfly under way investigating &e potential of ASA

.:. L&iislalsrg ws mlutc sFsrct[ tredlsg rugr[uYc
cicuiri! .itiri io'werrrig iire risk o{ cc*Cn zmd ovaria$
caacer- A lervr daily dose, 75-81 mg, is como*Iy
used in sreventive ASA theragr. Hisionicalr$,AsA
has Frcen resarded as a notential sastric irritantl and
smdiss have shown that the fuicidence of gastric
iatestiaal side-etfects rnay increasp rBitk reg*lal rxe-2
Enteric coating of {he tablets is {herefore desirable
firi Dreventins stomach uFet or irritation i* thrxe
taking daily A$A ther*py.

Aspiria is a moistlrre sensitive drq; aad can
u,vutul)s fitu aGuL flu silul ilL auls wtrcll

cx{xxed tr-r high hurni:lity and ebvated

temperalures.3 As the coating prccess will subie;l
ASA tablets to both high temperatures zrns

humidity, it is irnportant that llre formulation rs

resistant to ftaisture interaction- Mitrevej and
Hollenbeck found that a h-vdrophilic field is gener-
ated arcund ASA crystals under high humidrtv con-
ditions and that upon combining the ASA rvith
-----:- L---t---*L:a:.- -t:-:*._,*- -t----*:-- l-- rLLEt WII tllsuPllBl qslllcB dur LurrursaLtu! d tli-

vicri{ty o{ lhe ASA crlstal can occur'.'r The disinie-
grents srudied were sodiun starch glycolate (SSG),
crcscarmellcse sditrm {CCS}, crowovidone and
colloidal silica. I)uring the asueous film-cqrli-:
procesgFaroongsarng and Peck detelrnined that
de,orh of water penetraticn into the tablet core could
be directlv linked tc the concenfration and tl'oc of
disintegrant userl i* the fcrrmulation.5 Further work
by Bashar,{l-Taa*i studying aqu€ous coating solu-
tians tor ASA tablels confirmed that moisture pen-
cudrluu uuruB ([E Ludultg PrurE)] wds uur ullr_v

i'rrrmula.i.ion depcndenl trut could be directiv iinked

:J!
I

E

.i:: :..

ffi:;
ffiffi..,a-1ir'*ird]i:::

The goal of ttris study *as to detem*ne rlddr ror*indisr sil excipients y*antd result
in a tablet <ore that srdd be srrialile lor gsa ia ar *rrctr5 srtsrk fih<satinq

=.-:4€e E pF.rttrFrs (rnr!.F trr:tF"ttt*tiaqr sf r'ii<roicrustaltine CenUlOSe fMlEcl and
partially pregelattnized stardr tPf(i5l wasfound to prsuidelne lr€cessary properties.
MCC i n the formuldicn provides the ompact**lity nd tc produce a tablet that
udll withstand the medraniE=t sgesses *f, tt* Fl*:E-sa*ins nro--ss- F-D@S n:avi*a< rha
J!---!=a!-- -L---r--:r:-- --J:- -------:Ll- l--.L- ---L:l:a- +----r--:-^:--:-.L:-ffiUffl Uldtdlr* atNlr drrs !! rc#GrrrL-= r-rr arrq

mo'*lsil€ sen*tive,ent€tis fikil-.{oated appliralbn.lt ryas ako fouad that P-P65 could
be ssed to rrduetlre dde*er*rur e#ertsof superJisir*egrants in fornrulations"

:-,:ri r: :r: .,::.,:.:.:.X and
i-r1i 1;4, 1:'l i;t..11. 1;,;,1',,:

are grobal rechnkal managers.

is an appiif,atioru technologist

is. !n qukt rsirni<ai *Frpsr
at Coiocm.4l5 Moye'

Belsrtrd,Wst Poitrt

Pennsvlvania 1 9486, USA.

Tel: +1 215 699 7733
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(o the stabilifV cf the final coated
ASA tabiet.6

A reniew of ingredients contained
in five commercially pwchased ASA
products found that, in most cases,

the primarv listed excipiente were
microcrystailine cellulose {MCC)
and some ftrrm of starch.The use of
additional excipients including disin-
regran$ isuch as CCS and SSG).
lubricants and glidants varied. All
five products were packaged in foil-
sealed high density polyeth-vlene
(HDPE) bottles, tltree of which con-
iained carbonlsilica de.siccant paeks-

Ti'*e s**i *f tl-{ts st{*$'t' 1,rr;rs t{3

*-rc{i?3i*ntt, f+?.:'.u't4 lry ..".:{1 ?r' Eqriai
;;Eir;ii E6r ';6;n;*'t;E t;{id,}r*i r !-Jdiii i,. {;,:

; rl.i".,;' -'.--r.-..:,-. -,. ii,L-.:. i,,l .:...:,.-,:.,,. :,i,r-:.:

t$r u$* $n effi *q#ef.!LF; f ilgf;f t€
:1r f .. .. .-.

Tlne goal of this studl'was to
determiae which combiuatior of
excipients. found in commerciai ASA
products, would result in a tablet
core ahat would be suitable for use in
an aqueous enteric fiim*coating
process.The ideal enteric coated
tablets would need to exhibit excel^
lent stabililv under accelerated
s-rorage conriitions without the use of
ertra (and more costly) packagiag
pr€cautions such as desiccaat pack-
ages or other specialized packaging
niaaenals.

Aspirin 1040 (Aspirin USF 4&aesh
crystals, Rhodia, Cranbury New
Jersey, USA) was used as the active

material. The excipients used in the
study were partially pregelatinized
starch (P-PGS) (Starch 15OS,

Colorcon.West Paint. Pennsl4vania-
USA); MCC (Emcocel 50M,
Peewest, Patterson, New Ygnk.
USA); SSG (Erplotab. Penwesr);
CCS (Ac-Di-Sol, FMC, Princeton.
New,Iersey, USA) and ste aric acid
NF (purified vegetable grade powder,
Oleatec Ltd. Lo'ndcn, {IK}.

The packaging materials used were
85 mI. foil-sealabtre IIDPE bottles

{Drug ltlastics and Glass Co-,
Boyertown- Pennsylvania. USA ) and
desiccant packs (3964, Siid{hemie
Performance Packaging, Belen" New
Mexico. USA). The coating materials
rrsed were nn aqueous enreric coadng
$ystem (Sureteric) and :m aqueous
filrn coating system (Opadry II),both
manufactured try Colcrcon.

Ingrediente were dry blended in a
lGquart twin-shell blendet
(Patterson-Kelley Co., East
Stroudsburg Pennsylvania, US A).
Tabletswere corngressed on an
ii-rstrumented 10-station Piccola
rotar-y press (R.iva, Buenos Aires,
Argentrna). Thblet hardness was
rneasured using a Multichek tester

{Erweka, l$Ifcrd, Connectiqrt.
USA)-A side-vented 15 in. coating
pan (I-abcoat II. O'IIara
Technologies, Totonto, Canada) was
used ta appty fte coatings A dissola-
tion test stalion (VK 7010,
apparatus I,VanKel, Cary. North
Carolina, USA) with a {JV spec-
trophotometer (Varian. Palo Alto,
California"USA) was nsedfcr drug
reiease testing-An HPLC (high per-
f ormance liquid chromatography)
system {Alliance 2690, Waters Corp.,
Miltord, Massachusetts. USA) rvas

used to determine free salirylic acid
concentration.

t:::j.: i-i-: a';it.:l

;:;i*r?di;i!' ;;;ri .;i,*i+:; f t ri:;i'd;.5{"}tr" Six
formulations (see Thble I). composed
of constant levels of ASA and lubri-
cant and varying levels of MCQ
P-PGS CCS aad SSG. xere each drl'
blended for 15 min in the twin-shell
blender- The batch size cf each blend
was 5 kg.

Fach of the six blends was tlen
comlxcssed on the l&station rotary
tatrlet press with 7.0 mm standard
concave tooling-The target tabiei
weight was 162.0 mg and l"he com-
paction 6ggs6 $as a4iusted to pro-
duce tablets with a breaking force of
6.G-7.0 kp.The tabiet coaung was
p€rform€d in a 15 in. side-vented pan
equipped with one spray-gun.The
pan load was 3 kg. A subcoat of
Opadry II dispersed in water
(157" dw) was applied to obtain a

theoretical 2'% tabl€t weight gain to
tablets frm all of the six batches
The subcoat application was immedi-
ately follo*'ed by an enteric coat
consisting of Sureteric dispersed in
*'ater {15% wAr) and applied to
obtain a theoretical 10% weight
gain. A topcoat of Opadry II dis-
persed in water {15% wAn') was theR

applied to the tat{ets to obtain a 2%
theoretical weight gain-All six
coating trials were conducted using
the same recommended process tem-
peratures! spray rates and operaring
conditions. In general, the use of a
subcoat beneattr tle enteric coating
is optional and largely depends on
the quality of the tablet core. As the
six batches conmined varying mgre-
dientg a subcoat was applied to all
six batches so that the enteric layer
wouid be unaffected by mrnor'
ghanges iB the tablet surface. The use

of a topcoat is optional as weII but
many commercial products have a
topcoat applied to colour the core.
: r::l:l:l :: . .r: l

ierli*il, The rlissolution and free sah-

Atie acid tests for the uncoated
tablets were performed according to
the USP 23 monograph for ASA
tat{ets.The coated tablets were tested
according to the USP23 monograph
for delayed-release ASA tablets.
Tahf et b,.rrdnesr le{t,inq, The
uncoated tablets were tested for dia-
metrical breaking force before and
after storage at accelerated condi-
tions. The aveta.ge result was
reported from 20 tablets tested.

Constant

Study
y*ri#es

50.o

o_5

49.5 A9.S

o-0 20_0

o.0

o-o

50.o 50.0

0.5 0-5

50.0

o-5

465

0.0

0-0

3.0

50.o

0.5

26.5

20-0

3.0

o-o

50.o

05

26.5

20-o

0.0

3"0

Microcrystalline cell ulose {M(C)

Starch 1500{P-PGS}

Crosrarmellose sodium (CCS)

Sodium starch gfigolate (5561

0.o

0.o

46.5

0-0

3.0

o-0
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Figure 2

the unccated tablets from each for-
mulation were packaged in HDItE
bottles (120 tablets per bottle). The
coated tablets frcm each formulation
were packageci in fhe sanre mnnner:
otre s€t ofsamples was packaged
wriiorrt desrccant: a s€c(md set oI
samples was packaged with a desic-
caatpack ia earfr bo{tle-All bottles

10 'r5 28

Time {min)

:..:rr indtlctioa {foil) sealed and
stored under accelerated conditions

- 4A "Cn1*/" relativc humidity [RHJ

-fot 3 months,

t"lnc$ated r15A tahiets" The dissolu-
kotr testl(s conducted m a€elal€
buffer (pH = 4.5) revealed that only
batdrA centaining MCC aLxe as
the excipisrt failed to aclrieve 887"
cirug release in less than 2O min- The
dissolutioa results after stcrage
under accelerated conditions showed
little chanse from the initial tests
(see Figure l).

More sipificalt were the re$dG
of the tablet meckanical strength
aftfl'sxposff. to acceleraf.ed fem-
perature and humiditv conditions
(see Figure 2).The tabl,ets containing
jrrst ASA and MCC lost 8-57% in
tablet hardnesq whereas the tablets
containing the MCC-?-PGS combi-
nation showed l-he least decrease in
tablet hardness, with a 3.ti% Ioss. The
use of either CCS or SSG in combi-
nafion with MCC resulred in a loss of
mcre than.36-30l" in tablet mechan-
ical strength- Infslssringl_}r, wfoen the
same levels of CCS ot SSG were
used in the tablets that conbined
P-PGS and MCC. the tross in tablet
harciness was less profound-

When comparing the levels of free
saliq'lic acid iil uncoated tabl€ts at
the initial time point and after
3 months at 4O "Cns"/" RH. the
results showed a qimilar trend tc the
tablet hardness results (see Frgure 3)-

Figure 3

The USP limit for free salicr*lic

acid in uncoated ASA tablets is not
more than 0-3ol"- After 3 months in
accelerated conditions. the tabiec
ccntaining just MCC as the excipient
orMCC with eitherCCS or SSG
exhibited sisnifi cantly ircreased
teve6 0f lre€ s*licl'fic acrd an{l rar!{1ri

to meet the USP requrrements.Tlre
MCC-9-PGS coutrination showed
virfuallyno degradattan of theASA
with time in adverse storage
conditiolg asd tle iBcrease iB free
salicylic acid was negligibie.

It has been shonn that the P-PGS
used in this study has a lop-er
propensity for moAture uptake than
either CCS or SSG a-rrd wiII drawless
moishrre inLo a tablet under elevated
hnmidity conditions-7 This may
accomt for some of the positive
effects seen with its rrse in this for-
mulation. The data also suggest iilat
P-PGS may be able to trap or retain
moisture within the formulation, thus
retarding moisture interaction rrith
the ASA.
i: :;'.;{: : i ;-:i.:; i} li;i ;i i,; i+ ::r:=i; . r ; j r

tablef 6. After coating" tlre tablets
from all of the farmulatiors had a
good appearance-None of the tablets
exhibited any signs of defects either
dwing or after fhe coating triais
Tablets from all the batches passed

tlre acid phase of dissolution testing
with no release of ASA after 2 h in
0.1 N HCl. During the buffer phase

of te,sting {pH = 6.8}, as *ith the
uncoated tablet dissolution results-

only fhe 12b}sts s66rzirling just MCC

353025
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c
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Ol
'=
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d
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0.O-* "--m --gtr* --w
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".. rorne of the tahlets
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to one an$the{ witfrin

and ASA failed to meet the {LSP

specification of not less than 8t)%
ASA released in 90 min (see

Frgure 4). In fact, the otler five fsr-
mulations attained 8{}"/" ASA reiease

rn iess thzn 20 min
Coated t*biet stabi{ity results. After
?. 

-^-tLc 
n{ ctnrraa .t lO o/-ft<o/. D}r

some of the iablets ccntaining CCS
. c.- _"-f.:r._'a t - i.-..: "_ -,a.t.-

-.,= :{isir::g eiic sticlTBg or {lre
tablets to one angther within the
HDPE bottles (see Egrne s)-'fhis
occurred in the samoles that were
packaged bath with and vithqrt des-

iccant packs Any tablets exhibiting
signs of defects at this ooiatvere
;::-'l::: d c i:bili t''' fiilursl

The free satirylica#.reslfs far
the coared tabl,ets were vsry simJar

Figure4

Acid phase
{0,1 N HCt)

tc lhe reslts sb*abed fs tbe
Eraoal€d l*tets.The U#lirnit fs-
free salicrlic aeid in coated ASA
tatletq3-{}%,is higher rhan ih€
racoatrd tablet speei&catis-.Aftef,
3 mtrntfts in accelerated ctmditisrts.
the lat{ete congei*ing ju:r MCC as

the excipient e*ibited. higler. ber
acceptable, ftee salicytic acid terels

Buffer phase
{pH 5.8 phosphate buffer)

-5
E
4)

di
u
c
CL l: { r

l' /t i

n-i

a a& 48 5'c 8S ltlo 120 5 75 45 65

Time iminl

{seengure 6}-The csrrbination of
rh€ MCCwith CCSsSSG resulted
in subgantiai urcreases to mof€ it"i'r
5-{l% tree salic,vlic acid overall= se
{ailed to 6e€t the USPrequiremenls.
Agaia, the most ar€€otable results
were seen for lablets ssn(aining
MCCadP-PCS as the excipients.
xtkicfo Sowed no increzse in free

M{f-P+G5 MCC-f{s

"--'i-"

s5

MCC-55G MCC-P-PGs-CCs MCC-P+G!S5G
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The Effect of STARCH 1500® On The Stability of Aspirin Tablets Stored Under
Accelerated Conditions

Charles R. Cunningham and  Laura K. Scattergood;  Colorcon, West Point, PA, USA

Objectives
Aspirin is a moisture sensitive drug and can hydrolyze into acetic and salicylic acids. Hydrophilic excipients can have adverse
effects on aspirin under accelerated stability conditions.  This study examines the effect of Starch 1500, partially pregelatinized
starch, in combination with microcrystalline cellulose and two hydrophilic superdisintegrants on the stability of aspirin 81mg
tablets.

Materials and Equipment
Aspirin 1040, (Aspirin USP 40-mesh crystals) from Rhodia was used in the study. The excipients included in the study were
partially pregelatinized corn starch, Starch1500®, Colorcon; Microcrystalline Cellulose, Emcocel® 50m, Penwest; Sodium
starch glycolate, Explotab®, Penwest; Croscarmellose sodium, Ac-Di-Sol®, FMC; Stearic acid N.F., Purified vegetable
grade powder, Oleotec Ltd.

The tablets were packaged for stability using 85cc foil-sealable HDPE bottles, Drug Plastics and Glass Co.

The ingredients were dry blended in an 8-qt. twin-shell blender (Patterson-Kelley Co.). The tablets were compressed on an
instrumented 10-station Piccola rotary press (Riva Co.) with 7.1mm standard concave tooling.  Tablet Hardness was measured
using a Multichek� tester (Erweka). A Dissolution Test station, VK7010, apparatus I, (VanKel) with a UV spectrophotometer
(Varian) was used for drug release testing.  An Alliance 2690 HPLC (Waters Corp.) was used for free salicylic acid
determinations.

Methods
The following six formulations were dry blended for 15 minutes in the twin-shell blender.  Each formulation was then
compressed to 162.0 mg total tablet weight with a tablet breaking force target of 6 - 7 kp.

Samples of the resultant tablets were packaged in foil-sealed HDPE bottles and stored in a 40 °C/75% RH chamber for
six months.

1 2 3 4 5 6
Aspirin          50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
Stearic acid 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Microcrystalline cellulose 49.5 29.5 46.5 26.5 46.5 26.5
Starch 1500  - 20.0  - 20.0  - 20.0
Croscarmellose sodium  -  - 3.0 3.0  -  - 
Sodium starch glycolate  -  -  -  - 3.0 3.0

Formulations  (% w/w)Ingredients
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Stability Results
Tablet breaking force (kp)

At six months, the tablets containing just aspirin and MCC lost 11.43% in tablet breaking force while the tablets containing the
Starch 1500 / MCC combination showed the least decrease in breaking force with just a 9.0% loss.  The use of either the
croscarmellose sodium or sodium starch glycolate in combination with MCC resulted in a 30.3% and 34.24% loss in tablet
mechanical strength respectively.  When the same levels of superdisintegrant were used in the tablets that combined Starch 1500
and MCC, the % loss in tablet breaking force was reduced.

Dissolution Stability
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The tablets containing only microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) and aspirin exhibited slow dissolution initially and at the three and six
month time points.  The tablets failed the USP release criteria of not less than 80% aspirin released in 30 minutes.  No significant
change in release characteristics was observed over the 6 month stability period.

The addition of Starch 1500 to the formulation resulted in dissolution that exceeded the USP requirements at all time points.
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The tablets containing aspirin and MCC with croscarmellose sodium exhibited significantly slower release at six months compared
to the initial and three month time points. Undispersed tablet fragments were found in the baskets upon completion of the
dissolution test indicating a reduction in disintegrant effectiveness.

The addition of Starch 1500 to this formulation resulted in tablets that exhibited rapid release of aspirin independent of storage
times or conditions.
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As with the tablets containing croscarmellose sodium, the tablets containing aspirin and MCC with sodium starch glycolate also
exhibited rapid dissolution initially and at the three month time points. The release of aspirin from the tablets stored for six months
was much slower and failed the USP release criteria. Again, undispersed tablet fragments were found in the baskets upon
completion of the dissolution tests for the six month samples.

The addition of Starch 1500 to this formulation also resulted in tablets that exhibited rapid release of aspirin independent of
storage times or conditions.
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Free Salicylic Acid Stability

After 6 months, only the tablets that contained Starch 1500 in the formulation had acceptably low levels of free salicylic acid.
The use of MCC alone with the aspirin or with either of the superdisintegrants resulted in substantial degradation.

Conclusions
Starch 1500 has a lower propensity for moisture absorption than either croscarmellose sodium or sodium starch glycolate and
does not rely solely on water uptake and swelling as a mechanism for disintegration.  This may account for some of the positive
effects seen with its use in these formulations.  The data suggest that Starch 1500 may be inhibiting water activity within the
formulation and retarding moisture interaction with the aspirin. The use of Starch 1500 provided for exceptional stability in this
moisture sensitive application. Most noteworthy was the effect of Starch 1500 in reducing or eliminating the deleterious effects of
other excipients in the study.

The information contained herein, to the best of our knowledge, is true and accurate.  Any recommendations or suggestions are made
without warranty or guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.  Any information contained herein is intended as a
recommendation for use of our products so as not to infringe on any patent.
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